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About This Content

This [DB Super Pack 1] brings some new exciting content, including additional characters from the latest Dragon Ball series and
playable for the very first time!

 2 new playable characters: Cabbe (with his Super Saiyan transformation) and Frost (Final Form)

 1 new master: Hit

 5 new attacks

 3 new Parallel Quests

 2 new costumes

 5 Super Souls

 2 emotes
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Title: DRAGON BALL XENOVERSE 2 - Super Pack 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
QLOC, DIMPS
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and higher (64 bit only)

Processor: AMD Phenom II X2 550, 3.1GHz | Intel Pentium G4400, 3.30GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650 | Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: For Windows 7, service pack 1 is required

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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A very flawed game that uses memes, but uses them in a way to keep it more enjoyable, but doesn't hold up to its flaws. For its
price, it's great, but i still don't see why the reception was so polarized and somewhat negative. It's a good game, and a really
flawed one. Can't say i loved it nor that i hated it, but i feel like this had the potential to be much better than it is.

7.0/10 ~This should've been something else.. This DLC adds the undead as a playable faction.

The undead faction do everything very slowly, its actually quite dull waiting for them most of the time. Also the amount of
research and building needed to get your dungeon defendable leaves you an easy target in the campaign which throws assaults at
you almost immediately before you stand any real chance of putting up any defence at all.

So you end up scraping through in an less than exciting set of campaign missions.

Unfortunately the missions are difficult because they require prior knowledge in order to win, knowledge you can only get by
losing a few times. This to me says the missions where not very well designed or heavily play tested and i think it shows in the
campaign which is not as good as the main games campaign.

Is it worth getting for the undead faction, honestly, no, they are very weak and the initial start requirements before you can hold
your own rather large.. personally i enjoy this game but this dlc doesnt have enought quality content to be worth \u00a35.
some of the island quests are buggy and quite repetetive and the combat is a bit lacking... (run to the enemy hit once run away
rinse and repeat until their dead)
also the rewards you get from the islands are not worth it and since you lose them apon death they're even less worth it.
also i like the new ship it does give more veriety but again its only one ship put together with everything else the dlc has to offer
still not worth \u00a35.. i got this game in the 3D Realms bundle which was for a short time here to get on steam.

Knowing this is one (or even the first) of their very very very earlier games, people should know that this is not a "Master
piece".

The Controles are (kinda) simple but the hitboxes are the "worst".
You jump over spikes, youre dead.
You dodge a bullet, youre dead.
Youre falling next to a monster, youre dead.

This game actually could make a hole much more fun if those hitboxes are not that bad - and i really mean they ARE bad. It still
is "some kind" of funny but still it gets very quick frustrating about this hotboxes and the way it plays.

So you sure can give it a try, for the "retro feeling" but players who look for a "good game from the earlier years" should really
avoid it.. If anything this should be on everyone's computer it's so good
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These games make me more mad than anything ive ever experienced... with that said, I cant stop playing them.

Gameplay https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2inZK_NWhE. This game has to be one of the worst, buggiest, low-qualitiest
"horror" game I've ever played. Everything feels like a chore to do and it's just not fun, scary or interesting.

Here are just some of the things that make the game unbearable... These can simply be passed as poor dev choices.

-Crouch button is set to only be usable under "exceptional circumstances".
-Jump is buggy and makes your character have a stroke if you hold it.
-There is NO WAY to look at your objectives AFAIK unless you run up to a specific point in the map\/game that tells you what
your tasks are. Many times I'm greeted with the text "You need to finish your tasks first". It is SOOOO confusing to know what
you're supposed to do especially after you get "outside".
-Graphics are from 2001.
-Sound effects are nerve-wrecking. Your character keeps coughing and sneezing all the time even when you're wearing a GAS
MASK... with a "normal" voice.
-There are no texts setup for notes etc. It's all just screen rolled where the subtitles making text overlap.
-ALT+Tabbing causes game to f*cking BREAK from time to time. There's also random crashing with loading screens.

Basically all you do is just run around in the same areas over and over and over and over again. I've seen Early-Access games
that work better and have better content than this game. THIS.GAME.IS.BAD.
I cannot recommend purchasing Worst Case Z. HOW TO PLAY WITHOUT GETTING STRETCHED SCREEN PLS HELP.
one of the best game i had played in my childhood. simple story, adorable characters and great enviournment. Twins of the
Pasture is a simple RPG game, where you\u00b4ll control the sisters Aluka and Kurore that due her parents debt (10 millions),
the twins need work to pay the debt.

If you want play the original 18+ version, you can find the patch in discussions.

This review is based in my personal opinion and based in 18+ version

Pros: The artwork is good; nice H content; nice voice casting (18+ scenes included); once you pay the all debt, you can unlock
all scenes\/cgs

Cons: as i said, this game is very simples (few places available, you can take a tour in all places in few minutes); you cant
accelerate time (e.g. a event only occurs in evening or night, you need wait the time pass; unless you hack the speed with CE);
the game isnt totally translated (you still can find chinese character in few conversations\/scene menu); the inventory mechanic
is awful (you cant increase\/reduce materials in large amount, need click one per one); you cant pause the game (unless you
access inventory, or do some action); you cant load the game (unless you talk to someone and them click load)

 The 18+ contain: beastiality, yuri, pregnant, threesome scenes (and more)

The game contain 3 endings:
- You cant pay the debt in 120 days: the twins will stay with debt collector
- Became a professional pros titute
- Pay the debt and be free (unlock all scenes\/cgs)

Why i recommend?
I recommend this game because is a nice 18+game in steam. And i recommend to those that want H content in their collection.
For me, this game should be called twins of the pleasure.. Finally a good game !
Thanks you for this !!. don't buy this crap! you won't be able to play. this DAMN ♥♥♥♥ING securom drm ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T
won't let you activate and play the game! you'll have to get a pirated copy if you want to play this game.. There are better game
elsewhere than this one and mainly if you are looking for some romance betwen girls. The game was made to play with a male
MC and that you can see it in almost every sentences of each character mainly the female MC. When you choose to play as a
female MC you don't have the sensation to play like one. The game don't make you feel like it. We can feel that they add the
option in the vey of the development by changing some sentences. The female MC is just the male MC disguise as a girl. Such a
disappointment.
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Another the way the MC speak it's like the self insert dude you found in harem manga and anime. Forceful, understanding thing
that you player haven't figuring out and ordering and explaining everything to the girls (Mansplaining) ..... geez. Yes he have to
train/explain/help them to becoming artist but the way he's doing it ... argh ! so irritading. And he make stupid choice by his
own will .... urgh.
The mainly problem is the choice you make in this game don't have any repercussion. Just pass your way.. This game is better
The Pony Mod on Minecraft,And good for cards.. Dead in Vinland is once of the best games I've played in a long time, and my
first review in years,

It creates a dark and realistic viking setting, where your goal is to survive. The struggle is brutal and real, all while dealing with
very intense social dynamics between your villagers.

You start with 4, and gather others (more options than what you can have, so every game and situation is different). You're
forced to pay tribute and manage them all. I consider myself an excellent strategy gamer, but lost after 8 hours but was okay
with it and excited to try again.

The struggle was real, quality artwork and rough decisions. Constant micromanagement to excel, with a satisfying conclusion.

Quality of Life tip I found out too late - Right click water or food, then give to villagers so you're not dragging it one at a tiem.

If you love viking settings and strategy, GET THIS GAME.
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